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THE TEMPLE CEMETERY
The Temple Cemetery was e stab-
lIshed In 1851 with the purchase of
three acres by the Hebrew Benevolent
Burial Association and still serves
Nashville's first Jewish congregation.
The Temple. Congregation Ohabat
Sholom, It blends early urban burial
ground practices with picturesque
elements of later Victorian garden
cemeteries. The Temple Cemetery
was listed in the National Register
of Historic Places In 2004.
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Cover Photo by Benita Brown, "long-time- friend of Edith and Charles
Schulman." Photo taken June 26, 2007, during a visit to the Temple
Cemetery, Nashville. More on the cemetery and visit, see page 6.
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CALEND AR: Future JGSGO Programs +
[Check tile What's Happening Column and Calendar in
tile weekly Heritage newspaper):

NO JGSGO MEETINGS IN AUGUST ...
Monday: September 17: Program: Guest speaker - Mr.
Greg Dawson of the Orlando Sentinel will discuss his
recent genealogical trip to the Ukraine. (see page 3)

Monday, October 15: JGSGO meeting, 7:00 pm,
program to be announced

Friday/Saturday: November 9-10, FSGS (Florida State
Genealogical Society) Conference and Workshops, at
the Sheraton Orlando (downtown Orlando at Ivanhoe)
See page 12 of this issue for more information or check
the FSGS website: www.f1sgs.org>

Monday, November 19: JGSGO meeting, 7:00 pm,
program to be announced

Monday, December 17, JGSGO meeting, 7 p.m.
Elections and Installation of Officers.
Gala social evening with wine and cheese

August 17-22, 2008: Annual Conference of the
International Associations of Jewish Genealogical
Societies, Chicago, IL, in cooperation with the JGS of
Illinois and the IIIiana JGS
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GREG DAWSON TO SPEAK AT
JGSGO, SEPEMBER 17

Irwin Feldman, co-chair of the Program
Committee has made arrangements for Greg
Dawson to be the speaker at the JGSGO meeting
on September 17.Dawson, an Orlando Sentinel

staff writer and Consumer
Advocate recently
traveled to the Eastern
Ukraine to trace the odyssey
of his family roots. He will
share many of the

GregDawson experiences he encountered
with his wife, Candy, as they traveled in the
Ukraine.

Dawson is writing a book "Hiding in the
Sunlight" that will describe the life of the family
with emphasison his mother, Zhanna.

In an article in the Orlando Sentinel,
Dawsonwrote, "I stood at the top of a hill and
stared into the grassy ravine where Nazis dumped
the corpses of my Jewish grandparents and great-
grandparents." He wrote, "This is where my
mother, Zhanna, was supposed to die, in this
ditch, with her sister, Frima. Miraculously, they
escaped this killing field called Drobitsky Yar,
used their wits and musical talent to survive the
Holocaust, and came to America." Dawson noted
that on December 26, 1941, the Nazis slaughtered
more than 16,000Jews there. "Part of the somber

beauty of the Drobitsky Yar
memorial is the subterranean Room
of Tragedy, where the names of
4,300 of the dead are etched on the
walls, illuminated by candlelight."
The Monday evening meeting is

open to anyone interested in genealogy. The
session will start at 7:00 p.m. in the mini-
sanctuary of CRJ (Congregation of Reform
Judaism), 928Malone Dr., Orlando.

Experience is a wonderful thing.
It enables you to recognize a
mistake when you make it again.

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Dear Friends:

What kind of Summer has it been for you?
You can see from the article
found further in the
Newsletter that I have been
busy with my
genealogical research this
summer. A lot of
my friends don't understand
the excitement of
genealogy, but each of you
can appreciate every
discovery I made in
Nashville.
By the time I came back, I

was still only partially satisfied with what I found,
because always an unknown name would pop up
that needed to be investigated; another date was
found that needed to be checked; or another
document needed to be verified to complete my
research. Next time...

I've sent my check to the Florida State
Genealogical Society for the 2007 Genealogy
Conference on November 9-10, 2007. Lucky for
us, the Conference is being held in Orlando this
year, at the Sheraton Orlando Hotel on S. Ivanhoe
Blvd. The line up of speakers is great, and they
will cover a wide range of genealogical
subjects. Join me, and let us learn.

One last comment. The Nominating Committee
has been appointed, and will soon be hard at
work. It's so easy to say "no" when approached
to accept an office. This time say "yes" and you
too can help to build up our genealogy
society. Most of the Board Members have to step
down because they have already served three
years in the office they now hold.

Hope to see you at the opening meeting on
Monday, September 17th. Until then, from the
Past Lane,
Edith Schulman, President, JGSGO

Note: New e-mail addresses:
1) Past President Jerry Kurland -
su rrealgraphics@embarqmail.com
2) V.P., Program, Stan Weinroth -
stan 2334@embarqmail.com
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ALEXANDER HAMILTON'S GRAVESITE
On June 2, 2007, JGSGO member Carl

Migden and his wife Karyn Angel, visited Trinity
Churchyard in downtown Manhattan. Among the
photos, they took was the resting place of Alexander
Hamilton. A distinguished hero of tbe Revolutionary
War, Hamilton was killed in a duel witb Aaron Burr in
Weebawken, NJ The duel took place on July 11, 1894
and Hamilton, mortally wounded, died the next day
from internal bleeding.

Carl Migden bas done extensive genealogical
research on his family and bas an interest in old
cemeteries.

The original ground at Trinity Church, which
was used by all denominations, includes the graves and
memorials of many historic figures such as Hamilton,
Robert Fulton and Albert Gallatin.

On a large marble memorial and beadstone for
Alexander Hamilton, it is inscribed with the following:
Tbe PATRIOT of incorruptible INTEGRITY.
Tbe SOLDIER of approved VALOUR.
Tbe STATESMAN of Consummate WISDOM.
Whose TALENTS and VIRTUES will be admired
By Grateful Posterity, Long after this marble shall
Have moldered into dust.
He died on July 12,1894. Aged 47

NOMINATING COMMITTEE
In accordance with the JGSGO By-laws, Edith Schulman,

president, has appointed the following individuals to serve
on the Nominating Committee:
Riva Sorokurs, Chair, Shirley Michael and
Larry Morrell. Each person has accepted the position and
will report to the Board in September and to the
membership for elections on October 15. Our appreciation
is extended to the committee for accepting this
responsibility.

JewishGen Holocaust Database
Now Has 1.6 Million Entries

Recent additions to the . JewishGen
Holocaust Database have increased the collection
to more than 100 datasets containing 1.6 illion
entries about Holocaust victims and survivors. It
is located at:
http://www.jewishgen.orgidatabaseslHolocaust.
The additions cover a wide spectrum of data:
* 152,000 Jewish refugees from the Soviet Union

who were evacuated to Tashkent and other
localities in Uzbekistan in 1941-42.

* 135,000 Hungarian Jews collected by the
Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against
Germany

* 140,000 Romanian Jews collected by the
Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against
Germany

* 18,334 prisoners interned in the Flossenberg
concentration camp in Germany.
* 2,000 Jewish medical personnel in Galicia and

surrounding areas in 1940-42
* 700 Jewish refugees attempting to get to

Palestine who perished when the Struma sank.
* 707 Hungarian Jewish survivors from

Buchenwald concentration camp
* 567 deportees who boarded a transport train

ambushed on the way to Auschwitz from Belgium
in 1943.
* 200 Jews who arrived at the UNNRA refugee

camp in Philippeville, Algeria, in 1945
Nu? What's New? Vol. 8 No. 13, July 1,2007
Gary Mokotoff

This is the cemetery ....
Lives are recalled, they are recorded by

death, the families are then unified, memories
materialized, and life is then more real. This is the
cemetery.

Evidence on adherence, pride, and
remembrance is engraved in stone, to pay a
tribute to success and life, not death of a beloved
person.

The cemetery is the home of family
monuments that are sources for making our lives
more enjoyable.

The cemetery is the history of people,
endless record on yesterday that is a refuge of
serenity and calmness.

Cemeteries do exist, because every life
always deserves love and remembrances.
"'rom: www.cemetery.cz unknown author

-----.:.- __ J
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Images of Tombstones in Polish
Cemeteries
From Gesher Galicia. The web site "Cmentarze Zydowskie
w Polsce" (Jewish Cemeteries in Poland) at
http://www.kirkuty.xip.pllindexang.htm features
photographs taken at more than 300 Jewish cemeteries in
Polish towns. In most cases photos are accompanied by
essays describing the cemeteries and the Jewish communities
they served. There is an English version of the home page,
but most of the town pages are in Polish only. If you click on
the thumbnail of a picture, a larger image is provided which
often has a legible tombstone inscription. In some cases it
appears the photographer filled the inscription with some
sort of black material to make more legible. (as reported in
Nu? What's New, Vol. 8 #9, May 13,2007, May 2007)

Editor's Note: In 1993, Armin and Ralph
Schleichkorn of Montreal, Canada returned for a visit to
their former homeland. They visited the old Jewish
Cemetery in Gnazda, Skovakia. Armin's maternal
grandparents Moishe (died 19]9) and Rosa Goldberger
(died 1935) as well as a sister Etbelka Schleichkorn (died
1916) are buried there. Ralph wrote, "there were no
gravestones that we could make out for them, either having
been stolen for construction purposes, desecrated, vandalized
and/or broken over tile years. Even tile fence that once
surrounded the cemetery is 110 longer there, and the cemetery
itself is negtected, its grounds are overgrown with tall grasses
and shrubs witllsheep grazing nearby.

On one of the remaining headstones that was still somewhat
illtact, we could barely make out the name Goldberger, first
name, d.o.b. or deat" unknown." Armin believed it may be
one of his uncles who was a Jewish high priest or 'Cohen' in
the religious hierarchy of the village.
Que.~tiOl': Have allY of our readers been through a similar
experience tn searchof relatlves? Have allYphotos?

b

ANOTHER SITE FOR BELARUS
AND UKRAINE RESEARCH
As Belarus and Ukraine researchers you might be
interested in the Researching Russian Roots site.
Beginners will find introductory" articles
concerning how to start your Russian family
history research.

There are links to message boards, an
extensive list of links to archives in Russia and
their mailingle-mail addresses, details and links
for research in Ukraine and Belarus, some
individual family trees, and a vast compilation of
other Web links in the U.S. Some sites are in
Russian (Cyrillic), but most of these offer English
versions as well.

At first it looks as if it's not a Jewish
site, well, it isn't per se, but as you explore in the
Belarus genealogy section there are links one of
which even takes you to the Belarus SIG at
JewishGen.

It's a very fact-fill site with interesting
history, phone directories, surname/first name
dictionaries, and lots of other "goodies."

http://www.mtu-net.ru/rrr/index.htm
from:
Joan Parker, Immediate Past President
JGS of Greater Miami, Inc.
joanparker@intergate.com
July 25, 2007

JGSGO OFFICERS FOR 2007
President: Edith Schulman -

edith@schulmans.com
VP - Program: Stan Weinroth-

stan2334@ embarqmail.com
Co-chair- Program: Irwin Feldman

Rfeldman4@cfl.rr.com
VP - Membership: Doris Frank -

Dofrank@cfl.rr.com
Co-Chair, Membership: Donn Gordon

huckelbee@aol.com
Secretary: Riva Sorokurs -rsorokurs@cfl.rr.com
Treasurer: Sandra Moss - SGMoss@cfl.rr.com
Directors: Jerry Kurland, Past President

Surrealgraphics@embarqmail.com
Jay Schleichkorn, Editor, Etz Chaim

PTJay@aol.com
.JoseValle, Webmaster

Jl.valle@earthlink.net
Librarians: Marcie & Raeburn Wallen

wrprof@aol.com
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COVER PHOTO by Benita Brown, "long-time friend"
of Edith and Charles Schulman. Photo taken during
their recent visit to the Temple Cemetery, in Nashville,
TN, June 26,2007.)

Temple Cemetery
prepares for
rededication
Historic graveyard will commemorate Jewish
forefathers
Bv ANITA WADHWANI, Staff Writer, Tennessean.com> 06/0412007

It's usually the first act of a new Jewish community:
purchase land for a cemetery. And, in 1851, five
families and eight young men who were some of
Nashville's earliest Jewish settlers banded together to
buy three acres in north Nashville for $377 to create
the city's first Jewish cemetery

On Sunday, June 10, 2007, the Temple
Cemetery will be rededicated as a memorial to those
who established Nashville's Jewish community, people
such as Zadoc Levy, a German tailor who in 1855
opened the still-operating Levy's clothing store in
Green Hills. "There's an old Jewish expression," said
Ralph Levy, a Nashville attorney and Zadoc's great-
great-grandson. "A cemetery is both the house of the
living and the house of the dead. For people who go to
the cemetery, it's a reminder of those who contributed
for us."

When Zadoc Levy came with his nephews to
Nashville, the Jewish community was small. By 1861, it
numbered about 325, according to historian Fedora
Small Frank, who wrote a history of early settlers to
the area called 5 Families and 8 Young Men.

Observant Jews attended Congregation Mogen
David, Nashville's first and, for a time, only Jewish
congregation. Today, the Middle Tennessee Jewish
community numbers about 8,000 and there are five
synagogues.

Zadoc Levy is one of about 20 Levy family
members buried in the Temple Cemetery, which has
grown to about nine acres and still belongs to the
original Jewish congregation that built it, now called
The Temple, Congregation Ohabai Sholom on
Harding Road next to the Belle Meade Ma~sion.

There are about 3,000 people buried there.
There is S.A. Bierfield, an immigrant from Russia who
operated a Franklin dry goods store that employed
African-American workers and served African-

American customers. Bierfield was murdered by a
masked lynch mob in 1868, after being falsely accused
of abetting in the murder of a white man by African-
Americans.
. There is Dr. Jacob Mitchell who, in the 1850s,

rejected the use of traditional medicine for theftroots
and herbs favored by American Indians.

And then there is Joseph Frankland, who first
served as a Confederate soldier then joined the Union
Arm

Edith Schulman at The Temple Cemetery, Nashville,
TN, found an ancestor:
"Samuel Levick (December 15,1820 -November 1,
1892) was my maternal great-grandfather. 1 have
checked several places, including a list of
Jewish boys in Nashville who served in any
war, and his name has not appeared. This
great grandfather had 9 daughters and
two sons. Both sons died young, as did 2
daughters. Of the seven daughters left, only

2 married. How about his plot in life -five old
maids to support!"
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IAJGS Board Report on the Salt Lake City
conference (July 15-19, 2007) by Anne
Feder Lee, IAJGS, President.

As always, those attending the annual
international conference had to make difficult choices
among a great many activities: from inspiring and
knowledgeable speakers, SIG and BOF lunch-
eons/meetings, watching films, socializing, to doing research
at the Family History Library. Here are a few highlights:

There was a great photo exhibit called Lives
Remembered: Photographs of a Small Town in Poland
1895-1939 put together by Mike Marvins from numerous
pictures Marvin's grandfather, Zalman Kaplan, took as the
photographer in Szczuczyn from 1895-1939.

Paul Shapiro, of USHMM, gave an extremely
moving opening ceremony speech about his years of work
that have led to the opening of the ITS archives at Bad
Arolsen.

Dan Rottenberg, author of the first guidebook on
Jewish genealogy research, Finding Our Fathers, spoke at
the banquet and wowed us all by announcing that he was
relinquishing his copyright to the part of his book with the
alphabetical list of family names with information on each
entry. I'm sure it will be up available on the web before too
long.

The banquet festivities also included the awarding
of the 2007 IAJGS Lifetime Achievement to Mathilde
Tagger of Israel for her many years of Sephardic research
and the 2007 IAJGS Award for Outstanding Contribution to
Jewish Genealogy via the Internet, Print or Electronic
Product to Lars Menk for his remarkable book, Dictionary
of German-Jewish Surnames.

At the IAJGS annual meeting, Alexander Avraham,
on behalf of Yad Vashem, presented a certificate to Donald
Hirschhorn of the JGS of Palm Beach County, in
recognition his activism, dedication and outstanding
volunteerism as coordinator for the Shoah Victims Names
Recovery Project. The lAJGS member organizations
approved the granting of the 2007 Stern Award of $2000
to the US Holocaust Memorial Museum to be used for its
upcoming project to index materials it receives from the
International TracingService (ITS).

The Board announced that in the future the name
will be cbanged from Stern Award to Malcom Stern Grant
to clarify that it for a proposed project. Jan Meisels Allen
gave an excellent report on the activities of the Public
Records Access Monitoring Committee. A bylaws
amendment was passed adding the following language to
lAJGS Objectives: "To promote public access to
genealogically relevant records." The following officers were
re-elected: Anne Feder Lee, President; Michael Brenner,
Vice President; Joel Spector, Secretary; and Mike Posnick,
Treasurer. Consensus was reached on creating a new IAJGS
committee for Strategic Planning. Member organizations
were encouraged to submit posters for our Jewish
Genealogy Month competition (see www.iajgs.org for more).

The IAJGS Management Seminar on Fundraising

and Grant-writing for Non-profits with presentations by
Ron Arons and Shelly Weiner was excellent and included
much practical information. All IAJGS member
organizations received a CD with their power-point
presentations.

At our preview of the Chicago 2008 conference, we
announced that some of the special items will include lunch
kiosks, free wi-fl in attendees' guest rooms, free use of the
hotel health club and the possibility of cooking classes given
by the hotel chef. The Chicago Marriott Downtown
Magnificent Mile Hotel, the location of the conference is in
a wonderful location, has a spacious lobby, and a fantastic
pastry chef. The room rate is: single and double $199
(excluding tax) and an addition person is $30 (excluding
taxes). There will be special focus on Jews in the Midwest,
Jews in Latin America, and immigration to the US via
Canada as well as many many other sessions. The hotel is
offering a special bonus of a free week for a conference
attendee - details of how the winner will be selected will be
announced as soon as they are finalized. For those who
want to get a head start on research possibilities in Chicago
go to Mike Karsen's excellent website:
www.jewishgen.org/lnfoFiles Chicago. A google search for
"Jewish Chicago" will also lead to many interesting
items. Mark your calendars now: August 17-22, 2008.

No words can express our thanks to all the
wonderful volunteers under the able direction of conference
co-chairs Michael Brenner and Hal Bookbinder. A sincere
thanks to: The Generations Network for sponsoring for
sponsoring the Ancestry.com Resource Room; to the Family
History Library for providing extended hours for attendees,
speakers, and special maps for the resource room; and to
Genzyme for a substantial educational grant and for sending
Gary Froblich to share important information on Ashkenazi
genetic diseases, particularly Guacher Disease. Thanks also
for support from Harvey Krueger, Alan Rinsler, Rochelle
Kaplan, E. Randol and Pamela Schoenberg, Marty
Mazner, Bob Spinner, the Center for Jewish History, the
Czech Torah project, Jossey-Bass publishers, The Jacob
Rader Marcus Center, Congregation Kol Ami of Salt Lake
City, JGSs, SIGs, individuals and many vendors.
From: "ANNE LEE" <federlee@msn.com>
Date: Sun, 5 Aug 2007

SAVE, MARK YOUR CALENDAR
Monday, December 17, 2007
lGSGO MEETING, 7:00 PM, CRJ
ELECTIONS It INSTALLATION.
SUPPORT YOUR OFFICERS!
WINE AND CHEESE GALA
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Mokotoff on the 27th International
Conference on Jewish Genealogy,
Salt Lake City

The 27th International
Conference on Jewish Genealogy,
held in Salt Lake City, is history.
It was yet another great confer-
ence. There is so much depth in
the skills in running conferences
within the International Assoc-
iation of Jewish Genealogical
Societiesthat the event could be
held at the North Pole and it
wouldbe worth attending. The
education, net- working and
Special Interest Group (SIG) meetings make the
conference the premier event of the year. Mark
your calendar. Next year it will be in Chicago
from August 17-22.

Gary Mokotoff, What's Nu
E-zine of Jewish Genealogy, Vol. 8 #14, July 29, 07

Report on International Tracing
Service

Paul Shapiro of the U.S. Holocaust
Museum (USHMM) received a standing ovation
for his keynote address at the opening session.He

described the history of making
accessible the records of the
International Tracing Service
located in Bad Arolsen, Germany.
While his description of the
events was polite, it was clear that
there were many obstacles placed
in the path of public access by a
variety of interest groups. The

next morning Shapiro described the future of
public access to these records. Some of his
comments were:

* It has yet to be determined when the records
will be useable at USHMM (or other facilities)
because the Museum has not seen the data and
does not know how well it is organized for
information retrieval. Shapiro noted that ITS has
never had a trained archivist or historian to
organize the records according to archival

standards.
* Although the wheels are grinding to make the

records
available to the member countries, they can ot be
made available to the public until the remaining
three countries that make up the commission-
France, Greece, and Italy -approve the release.

* Once available to the public, USHMM plans
to give highest priority to inquiries by Holocaust
survivors and their families. He noted that
survivors are a dying generation and time is of
the essencefor them.

* There will be public access at the Museum
once the system is setup.

Family History Library Outline
Series
The LDS (Mormon) Family History Library has a
number of Outline pamphlets that describe how to do
genealogical research. Many are oriented toward
country of ancestry (polish Research Outline), others
by topic (Hamburg Passenger Lists, 1850-1934), and
still others by ethic group (Jewish Genealogy Research
Outline). To see a complete list, go to
http://ldscatalog.com.Click "Family History> Family
History Research Products > Locality Research
Papers. There is a nominal cost to get copies of these
Outlines.

The Jewish Genealogy Research Outline is currently
available for free at:
http://www.familysearch.org/eng/docs/Jewish Genealo
gy_Research _07_2007 .pdf. -

It is a 70-page comprehensive list of resources
for Jewish genealogical research. Another resource
is Tracing Your Jewish Ancestors located at
http://www.familysearch.orgleng/docslFindin~Jewish
_Records _07_2007 .pdf, The latter is more a beginners
guide, according to Gary Mokotoff, "my personal
experience is that intermediate and advanced
researchers often can glean some information from
heginners guides about resources they were unaware
of or as reminders of resources not sufficiently
explored."
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Dictionary of Jewish Surnames
from the Russian Empire

The revised edition of A
Dictionary of Jewish Surnames from the

Russian Empire will
not be published until
Spring 2008.
Alexander Beider has
finished compiling the
Dictionary and is
slowly going through
the list confirming the
accuracy of every
entry. The original
book published in

1993 had 50,000 surnames; the new book will have
71,000 names. In addition to the growth in names,
many surnames in the original edition were found
in additional districts of the Russian Empire and
are so noted. The etymology of many names have
been improved, and those surnames whose roots
are outside the Empire are so stated.

The book will likely be published in two
volumes, because the number of pages will exceed
1,000. Like the original edition, there are three
major sections: (1) A 201-page "Introductory"
portion which describes the origins and evolution
of Jewish surnames in Eastern Europe; (2) the
dictionary itself; and (3) a soundex index. The
soundex index is extremely important in this book
because Dr. Beider shows the surnames as they
were spelled in Russian transliterated into the
Roman alphabet.

How will the new version differ from the
old? It can best be described by stating the first-
widely acclaimed-version was written when Dr.
Beider was a 27-year old with a doctorate in
applied mathematics from the University of
Moscow whose hobby was collecting and
analyzing Jewish surnames from the Russian
Empire. The revised edition will be written by Dr.
Beider who is now a 44-year old scholar with a
doctorate in history from the Sorbonne and is
considered by many to be the world's foremost
scholar on Eastern European Jewish surnames
and given names. His doctoral thesis is the
introductory portion of his book, A Dictionary of
Ashkenazic Given Names.

Dr. Beider has established his reputation with the
publishing of four books on the subject of Jewish•surnames as well as papers in scholarly journals.
The books are:

* A Dictionary of Jewish Surnames from the
Russian Empire *

A Dictionary of Jewisb Surnames from tile
Kingdom of Poland

*A Dictionary of Jewish Surnames from Galicia
"Jewisb Surnames from Prague

He has also written A Dictionary of Ashkenazic
Given Names. Additional information about these
books can be found at:

http://www.avotaynu.com/catalog.htm.
He recently related an interesting story

about the original version of the Dictionary. Dr.
Beider emigrated from the Soviet Union in 1990 to
Paris. He had already started work on the first
edition of the Dictionary and his efforts were on
floppy disks (5Y.ainch size). Emigration from the
Soviet Union forbade taking data out of the
country on disks. How did he smuggle his disks
out of the country? He placed them between slices
of bread to look like sandwiches. (from Nu?
What's New? Vol. 8 # 14 July 07)

NARA FINAL RULE ON INCREASED
CHARGES- EFFECTIVE OCT 1, 2007
The (US) National Archives and Records Administration
(NARA) has posted their final rule on increased charges
in the Federal Register on August 17. The IAJGS Public
Records Access Monitoring Committee replied with our
concerns to both Archivist Weinstein and supplied
testimony at Congressional NARA budget hearings
when the proposed rule was published earlier this year.
The final rule keeps most of the increased charges as
earlier published except for the Civil War pension files
which they reduced from the earlier proposed amount if
requesting 100 pages or less. The most prevalent requests,
such as Passenger arrival lists, federal census requests,
military service files more than 75 years old etc will be
raised to $25.00. There is minimum fee of $15.00 per
order for mail order requests. To view the final rule,
which becomes effective on October 1,2007, please go to:
http://a2S7.g.akamaitech.net17 125712422/0 I jan2007
1800/edocket.access.gpo.gov/2007/pdf/E7-16233.pdf
From: Jan Meisels Allen, director IAJGS and chairperson,
lAJGS Public Records Access Monitoring Committee 8119107
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GROWING UP IN AMERICA ....
VP Irv Feldman, organized an interesting panel for the
JGSGO meeting of May 21. With the theme of Growing
Up in America, Irv had several members discuss some
of the unusual situations they faced as they and their
families grew up in various parts of the United States.
Here, in the words of the speakers, are some of the
highlights. _

ST. PAUL,MN
BY: RIVA SOROKURS

"I was born and raised in St. Paul, Minnesota,
one of the 'Twin Cities'''. Minneapolis was the other
twin. St. Paul was a very Catholic town; Minneapolis
was a Protestant town. St. Paul was the state capitol
and very provincial; whereas Minneapolis was more
sophisticated. St. Paul had a very tight, very insular
Jewish community. Everybody knew 'everybody' and
no one could get by with anything without 'everybody'
knowing about it. Our parents knew stories about
everyone in town and they were not loath to repeat
them given the right circumstances.

The St. Paul Jewish community started in
about the mid-nineteenth century, with German Jews
coming to St. Paul. By the end of that century Eastern
European Jews started to arrive and by the mid-20th
century that original German Jewish group had
basically disappeared/been assimilated.

During the 30's and 40's there was one Reform
temple, one Conservative temple, and a few Orthodox
shuls. There was a Jewish Community Center where 1
attended nursery school and, later, day camp. I believe
there was a Talmud Torah. After the end of WWII,
the Zionist organizations in the Twin Cities started a
summer camp, Herzl Camp, and it attracted Jewish

kids from all over the Upper Mid-West. During that
period of time, there was usually one Jewish family in
most of the small towns in the area (and in the Jewish
areas of St. Paul, there was probably one Jewish family
every couple of blocks!) Once the kids left for "the U",
most never came back to those towns and, as their
parents retired and moved into "the Cities", those
towns lost their Jewish families.

I went to school, through the University of
Minnesota, with, basically, the same children with
whom I had started kindergarten. Only a handful of
us went to school out of state. Though I had non-
Jewish friends (and am still in contact with some of
them), dating "out" was just not done. About friends:
My grandfather was brought to this country, along
with his best friend, by his best friend's older brother.
Not only did they remain friends, but their daughters
were friends, and I am still in contact with the
granddaughter of my grandfather's friend."

ORLANDO,FL
By: Lorry Morrell

Growing up in Orlando during the 1940's and
1950's. As a senior in high school, I left town in 1960.
Back in the 40's we had only one synagogue-Ohev
Shalom. Just about all members of the Orlando Jewish
community were members. There was almost 100 %
affiliation unlike today's community. Later in the early
1950's the Congregation of Liberal Judiasm was
started. I believe their first huilding was on the corner
of Robinson and Fern Creek-almost at the edge of
town.
I first started going to Sunday school at Ohev at age

four. It was a very close knit congregation with a lot of
religious, cultural and social activities. All of the
Jewish holidays were celebrated-some more, some less.
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I remember the Chanakah decoration contests, I
remember the construction of the Succah out of palm
fronds similar to a Seminole Indian's chicken; Purim
with all of the children dressing up in costume, the
Passover seders in the" vestry" room under the main
sanctuary of the synagogue. In later years when the
new school addition was added, the highlight of the
week going to Hebrew school was Thursday afternoon
when the Hebrew teacher, Reverend Noble, also a
schochet would slaughter and kosher chickens.

There were very active communial youth groups
including BBYO-AZA and BBG as well as an active
Young Judea. The ambition ofthe younger kids was to
become members of AZA or BBG.

In 1954, Temple Israel was started. The first
building was an old Baptist church at the corner of
Cathcart and Ridgewood near Lake Eola. During the
initial clean up of the building, I was selected at age 11
to bail water out of the Baptistry font and throw it out
the side door. My contribution to the effort. I would
have to ride my bicycle to Hebrew school from
Cherokee Jr. High to the Temple and then all the way
home to where Orlando Regional Medical Center is
located today. Fortunately, I only had a couple of years
of this.

I was the third Bar Mitzvah at Temple Israel.
Sunday school was the same. Only a few years at
Temple Israel. I was requested not to return for
confirmation since I was not the best behaved student
in the class

Growing up during the early days after the
creation of the State of Israel had a major impact on
my life which still constinues. My family was acgively
involved involved in so many Jewish organizations that
I became involved through osmosis: Haddassah, ZOA,
Binai B'rith, Israel Bonds, JNF, etc. Israel was the
focal point of our community. Jewish education was
important a cohesive community both within the
Jewish community and the general community was
normal. It was a wonderful place to grow up -
Orlando even without a real New York style deli.

Any day above ground is
a good one.

NASHVILLE, TN
BY: EDrrnSCHULMAN

The fourth speaker was Edith Schulman who
grew up in Nashville, TN. She began by givin a short
history of the Jewish community in Nashville, starting
with the first Jewish settler who came to Nashville in
1790.

After that, she told what it was like to grow
up in the South. Edith and everyone else took
segregation as the accepted norm." I never went to
school with a black person until I went to the
University of Illinois," Edith said. All blacks had
separate drinking fountains, bathrooms and entrances
to theaters when Edith was growing up.

Nashville being in the heart of the Bible
Belt, Edith related that she was forced to say the
Lord's Prayer every day in school, and to listen to
speakers during school assemblies who ALWAYS
ended their talks "in the name of Jesus Christ."

In spite of this, Edith enjoyed growing up in
Nashville. She left Nashville the day after she
married Charles Schulman.

Jay, sorry I have given you so much trouble. I
threw out all my papers and somehow can't get
myself to write about it again. Sandy Moss

LIBRARY DONATION
In late June, our

JGSGO library received
a donation of four boxes
of genealogy-related books.
They were "DONA TED
BY THE FAMILY OF
A. JACK KORNBLUH
IN HIS MEMORY." Our
appreciation is extended
to Adel Kornbluh and the
family.

Jack passed away
November 11,2003. He
served on the JGSGO
board as Historian and
Webmaster.

The books will
soon be available through the JGSGO library.

Thanks to Jerry
Kurland for making the arrangements and
transporting the boxes to our library at CRJ.
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The Genealogist's
Interpreting Causes

Resource for
of Death

From: "Joan Parker"
joanparker@intergate.com>

Altbougb "modern" deatb certificates now do
not include cause of deatb for privacy reasons, many of
tbe older ones do, but interpreting tbe cause can
sometimes be elusive.

Antiques Morbus is an interesting web site tbat
provides definitions of arcbaic medical terms, along
with their old and modern definitions that we genners
come across from time to time. Tbis site helps
decipber the causes of deatb found on mortality lists,
certificates of death, and church deatb records from
tbe 19th century and earlier.

It provides modern-day equivalents of old
terminology, i.e.: Falling Sickness is Epilepsy, but also
provides supplemental information on many of tbe
terms found, sucb as wben and wbere sucb
terminology was found. Many terms include
descriptions of tbe causes of tbe medical condition
wbicb migbt give insigbts to understanding your
ancestor's life style and last days.

If your deatb certificate comes from the "old
country," in a foreign language, the web site provides
lists of arcbaic medical terms, diseases, and causes of
deatb in Englisb, German, Frencb, Polisb and a few
otber languages. It also lists tbe medical terms in the
Original Latin terminology.

Tbis and several tbousand more arcbaic
medical terms can be found on Rudy's List of Arcbaic
Medical Terms at: wWIV.alltiqllusmol'blls.com!

Note: World Digest is a month~v publication of World Jewish Digest LLC,
a not-far-profit company. WJDILLC Is (l subsidiary of Jewis~ Broadcastin!!
Network anti an affiliate of The Unity Foundation. Address IS World Jewish
Digest LLC, PO Box 1307, Skokie, IL 60076

FSGS 2007 GENEALOGY
CONFERENCE IN ORLANDO

Make plans to attend tbe next G ealogy
Conference, sponsored by tbe Florida State
Genealogical Society, November 9·10 at tbe Sberaton
Orlando (downtown at Ivanboe Blvd.).

Featured guest speakers are Dr. Tbomas Shawker, MD
and Patricia O'Brien Shawker, CGsm. Tbe Sbawkers
are well-known national genealogical lecturers and
professional genealogists. Dr. Sbawker is a physician at
the National Institutes of Health (NIH), serves as the
Chairman of the National Genealogical Society Family
Health and Heredity Committee, and is the author of
Unlocking your Genetic History: A Step-by-Step Guide
to Discovering your Family's Medical and Genetic
Heritage in the National Genealogical Society book
series. His topics will be: DNA Testing: Tbe Very, Very
Basics; Race; Etbnicity and Ancestry; Genetic
Genealogy and DNA Testing.

Patricia O'Brien Shawker's interests are
Maryland genealogy and researcb at tbe National
Arcbives. She bas been tbe Assistant Director of NIGR
since October 2002 and will be the Director in October
2007. Her topics will be: Passport Applications; and
NARA Records: A Case Study.

Other speakers include: Jack Butler, Alvie
Davidson, Greg B. Gronlund, Donna Mougbty, Ann
Mobr Osisek, Mary Patrice Parker, Elaine Powell,
Deanna Ramsey, and more. There will be Vendors
and Society Exhibits, an Awards Banquet, APG·FL
Ancestor Road show, Door Prizes and Drawings. For
details on registration fees and registration, see
www.f1sgs.orgorcontactC.A.Staley.at:
astaley@comcast.net.


